In this paper, we look through the prism of social trends and technological development. In this relation we emphasize the importance of technological advancement and technological developments, its enormous contribution to economic and social development of humanity on a global scale. At the same time, we are trying to point out, that is illustrative to recall the frequent consequences of technological developments, the consequences for human health and the environment. Also, to underline the use of technological advances as a means of power management and governance, and hold countries and nations in a subordinate position. We did not hesitate to crystallize the threat of technological developments as well as the intent to preserve that relationship, or strengthen the already powerful benefits of technological culture over the rest of the world. The intention is to emphasize the importance of processing technology culture spiritual values, because we believe that without understanding the spiritual side of things, only a technological society will be reduced to one dimension obsessed and it does not provide complete peace, progress, stability or spiritual can be no long-term development of the welfare society. We have emphasized some indicators of economic and social difficulties in Serbia as the country's huge debt, unemployment, inconsistent and often illegal privatization, the low standard of living and the loss of social security, territorial threat, political pressure and conditionality.
Abstract: Insight into the media content, it can be observed relatively frequent representation psychological contents, either through direct guest psychologists in the media or through elaborating psychological issues. The theme of this research conducted on the chosen sample of respondents was to examine how psychologists see themselves representation of psychology in different types of media, in comparison with non-psychologists. We researched the extent to which psychologists participate in our media space, and how many are satisfied with the media. The survey also used two questionnaires, one for psychologists and others for non-psychologists. Psychologists and non-psychologists are statistically significantly different in their perceptions of the representation of psychology in different types of media, but not in their representation of perceptions on certain television programs. Psychologists perceived that most media often represented psychological activities in relation to non-psychologists. Perceptions of the representation of psychology in different types of media is not statistically significantly associated with the personal participation of psychologists in the media. Perceptions of the representation of psychology in different types of media is not statistically significantly associated with satisfaction psychologists performance in these media. Satisfaction with the performance in certain types of media is statistically significantly positively related with the personal participation of psychologists in certain types of media. While research holds a number of methodological shortcomings, the results are indicative.
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Abstract: In the paper we describe possibilities of Communication Systems in next of global development the Croatian of society at the beginning of the 21. Century. In connection with this, the authors is analyzing contemporary challenges of the time in the new information society, the very development of communication systems on the beginning of the 21. Century, as and there are implementation in all social spheres. Is is within this context that we have presented in this paper of view and the future belongs of communication systems and information society, on the globalization of communication may cause some significant problems for Croatian in the near future, such as undervalue of national identity, creation of cultural inequality and establishment of information dependence on highly developed countries.
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Abstract: Primary first graders in Serbia are the ones most overwhelmed under the unreformed curriculum in Europe. This could be due to several reasons, that the transitions from preschool games to abstractions met in the school are all too soon; that the current syllabus and educational framework is not appropriated, is too voluminous, too ambitions and obsolete; that the teaching that is based on mere reproduction skills is exhausting and not motivating with a large number of extensively long and nonfunctional school subjects. Is it possible in the given environment, that thirsts for systematic changes, to offer more attractive and more efficient forms of education, that will serve the purpose of a new relieved and motivated approach to learning and more effective of the one presently performing. Our developed model of an animation movie “A dot, a line...”, has those ambitions. With its content and its means of application, it should find its place in mainstream education with first graders when first basic concepts in Maths are being formed in children (or preschool children). It is the one that will encourage their convergent-divergent potentials and “open doors” to functional thinking. The aim of this paper is to present a fully realized project, a model of educational-interactive animation movie with the attached quiz, which implemented values we wish to assess in teaching practice.
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Abstract: The main characteristics of a civil society include principles that are equal for all of its citizens: rule of law, democratic governance and new partnership among all nations and people. In the economic, religious, cultural and political spheres, a civil society is characterized by a continuous effective and sustainable development, which not only generates economic growth, but also distributes all acquired goods evenly. It is a society which regenerates its environment rather than destroying it, which empowers people rather than marginalizing them, because it is civil, civilized and tolerant. The freedom of religion is in the best
interest of a state, since in this way religion is provided with a possibility to act within a society without any dependence on political tools or pressures to serve political goals. World religions should realize that negating religious freedom to any group or an individual represents a threat to the religious freedom of all people and that a deprivation of religious rights to any believer means infringement of the rights of all believers. It must be stressed that freedom of religion is a human right, an advantage of the nature. There is almost nothing which is a matter of free will to such an extent as religion. The freedom has only in religion sown its abode.
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